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About This Game

Description

If you love shoot ‘em up and you love ‘em hard, with glorious music, with screen filling bullet patterns and huge token cancels,
then Don’yoku is just for you!

Don’Yoku is a Shoot ‘em up game, in the most traditional sense, a Shmup, fast, technical, hard and rewarding.

The game unfold during a fantasy 1920, where air pirates plague the Zeppelin routes and mercenaries, like our characters, fight
for the rich bounties offered by travel companies.

Take the role of the mythical Iron chin, the ruthless Baron or the mysterious Duchess, in a epic battle against their former
mercenary companion, now turned pirates.

Wield the incredible powers of the Don’Yoku techniques, that focus ones greed into powerful beams, shields and even gigantic
personifications of that controversial sentiment.

Features

Pixel art hand made well, pixel by pixel.

A simple yet rewarding scoring system, with huge walls of bullets and huge cancels.
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Fight for the most honourable of game tokens; Gold coins

The more coins you hoard, the more difficult, and profitable, the game become, up to crazy impossible levels, so keep in
check that Don’Yoku (greed).

Five levels, each with a different style and a unique boss.

Incredible melodic hard-rock soundtrack, from Antonio S, will blow your socks off.

Play it your way, bindable controls, pad, keyboard and arcade stick supported, Tate or Yoko it, and, for the unfortunate
who do not own a old and battered CRT monitor, the ‘back to the 90′s’ mode, will transform your state of the art lcd
ultra flat 90′’ into a buzzing and flickering arcade leftover; the way it’s meant to be played..
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Title: Don'Yoku
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dark-Spot Studio
Publisher:
Dark-Spot Studio
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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donyoku fontenay. don'yoku meaning in english. do you in japanese. 貪欲 game. restaurant donyoku fontenay sous bois. don yoku
alesia. don yoku sushi. donyoku in japanese. do yoku sushi. donyoku carte. donyoku restaurant. don'yoku traduccion. don'yoku
steam. donyoku meaning. don'yoku download. don yoku paris

First off, I pre-ordered the game so I got this as soon as it came out. This DLC adds one building that makes cheese, thats it! So
it help you off a little in the Colonial era. It gives you some industry but later it is completey useless since there a far more
efficient industry buildings. Just wait for a sale if you want this DLC, but overall pertty useless DLC.. Very short demo but also
very good :D Looking forward to the full game and hoping it lives up to the demo :) Awsome atmosphere and ran with out a
hitch on I7 6700k Skylake and gtx1080 .. This game is great!!! You learn the control quick and anyone can play (great game to
throw friends on). I know it is still in early access but the developers have a wonderful foundation, and lots of content already.
This game is a mixture of syfy, aliens, and FPS shooting. There are some things that could be improved but I highly recommend
this to anyone. 9\/10

Pros:
- Fast paced movement speed reminds me of retro games like doom.....LOVE IT!!!!
- Plenty of weapons to pick from, and quickly in the heat of battle
- Good varitey of enemies
- Gore!!
- Graphics are pretty good.....easy on the eyes
- Multiple "Episodes" to play and each has multiple levels with a boss at the end

Cons:
- OMG the door closing in my face!!!!! Please make the doors stay open if I am standing near\/under them.
- During my play though it was a 10% chance if the health I picked up actually gave me any health. The other 90% of the time it
did nothing.
- Lack of "atmostphere" sounds. I mostly just heard enemy footsteps. I bought this because I saw Forsen play it on twitch and I
love cabins because Bob Ross made me love them so much. I used Forsen's elite brute force hack to win right away, then I used
a walkthrough to beat the rest. I will recommend this to anyone who loves life & also loving cabins and puzzles. Just relax, man..
Decently fun and reasonably challenging, but the fact you can't leave until you finish the game is way too annoying.. DEFENCE
DA FARM IS A GOOD GAYM CAUSE I CAN A SHOOT DA BASTARDS IN DA PEE PEE. Well... I got the chocolate
outfit... However, the upside down hearts, :( Not liking that... The overall look looks a bit depressing, since it could have been a
lot better like the mud character in the game or even the slime character in the game. This sadly wasn't the case. I would
recommend this to anyone that likes the slime, mud, goo style, but sadly this is lacking for me on this outfit.
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Is enough to be on par with Zuma's Revenge to be the best Marble Shooter on Steam.

+ Though you don't see it, a simple story is there to accompany the game.
+ The gameplay is really addictive.
+ Though still very easy, a hard mode can be played to challenge skilled gamers.

Give it a go if you like Marble Shooters, or have a fair amount of money to spare.. Amazing game, its very good and i love it
with my friends it is good get it now thanks have a good year very good game, it changed me and my friends lives, it showed me
the light of god.. Pretty much a waste of time. This game was originally released in 2003 as a single level demo. Ever since
about that time I have wondered what happened to it until I found the steam page for it. Good to know it was released with
another 4 levels. It's nice to have it published in English and on your steam account so you can download it whenever.

Publisher is great too because they fixed the thing I complained about in like 1 day!. At this time, I played a little under an hour,
but the game looks promising.

Pros:
- The storyline is pretty good (can't wait to see what happens later)
- The music & Sound Effects are well integrated.
- The graphics are decent.
- I like the minigames

Cons:
- There were some bugs, but the players reported them and as I see, they got fixed pretty fast.
- Some sound effects are too loud, but maybe that is something more of a personal taste.

Overall, I recommend this game to anyone looking to have some fun, but does not want to spend that much on a game.. Scam.
Do not buy.
Can't create an account, servers do not exist.
Cannot play using an existing account, servers do not exist.
Cannot play because this is the inevitable future of "games as a service" or "live services".
You will only be paying for a login screen.
You have been warned.

I wish I could get my money back.. Neat little game.
It's really easy at the beginning, but gets more difficult with each level.
I beat it in less than an hour, but really enjoyed the art.. perfect for editing, easy and understandable
I like working with it and I think it's the best program
recommend to anyone. I only cut with it !!!
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